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IONIZATION OF HELIUM BY PROTONS, ELECTRONS, AND THEIR ANTIPARTICLES: 
DYNAMICAL EFFECTS OF PROJECTILE MASS AND CHARGE 
IN ANGULAR-DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS 

T.J. GAY and R.E. OLSON 

Physics Department, University of Missouri-Roi/a, Rolla, Missouri 65401 USA 

We present classical trajectory Monte Carlo calculations of differential cross sections for direct ionization (without charge 
transfer) of He by protons, electrons, and their an tiparticles at 200 keV / amu. Dynamical effects depending on the charge-sign and 
mass of the projectiles, as elucidated by the calculations, are discussed , and an experiment to test some of the calculations with 
antimatter projectiles is proposed. 

In this paper, we consider some dynamical aspects of 
single ionization in He collisions with protons, elec
trons, and their antiparticles. We discuss only simple 
direct ionization, in which the electron removed from 
the He target is placed in a continuum state, and the 
remaining He+ ion is not excited, i.e. , 

(1) 

where x = (p, p, e+, e - ). In the Bethe- Born approxima
tion [1], differential and (consequently) total cross sec
tions for any collision process depend neither on the 
projectile mass nor on the sign of its charge. Differences 
between cross sections for p, p, e +, and e - projectiles 
are thus unambiguous evidence for deviation from this 
simple physical picture. 

Recent developments in experimental technology 
have made possible the measurement of total cross 
sections for a variety of collisions involving positrons 
and antiprotons [2- 5]. Considering reaction (1) at 1 
MeV / amu incident energy, for example, we find total 
cross sections, in uni ts of 10- 17 cm2

, of 2.1(2), 2.0(1 ), 
2.1(1), and 2.0(2) for protons [6], antiprotons [2], 
posi trons [3], and electrons [7], respectively. Significant 
departures from the Bethe- Born theory begin to appear 
at lower energies, as would be expected. The same cross 
sections at 200 keV / amu are 7.2(7), 4.5(2), and 3.7(4) 
for protons, positrons, and electrons (p measurements 
have not been made below 0.5 MeV). An obvious ques
tion is: what dynamical effects cause the differences in 
total cross sections as the projective energy is de
creased? One can expect to find at least a partial answer 
in a more detailed experimental investigation - the 
measurement of electron ejection cross sections for reac
tion (1), differential in angle and/or energy of ejection. 

We report here differential cross sections calculated 
using the classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) 
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method [8,9] . These calculations have been made r 
collision (1) a t an incident energy of 200 keV / am 
(corresponding to 109 eV electrons and positrons), 
cause of the large amount of data available for proto 
and electrons at this velocity with which we can com 
pare our results . Good qualitative agreement betwee1 
our calculations and these data lends credence to ou 
predictions for p and e + scattering, which have not ye 
been investigated with differential measurements. 

The CTMC method is a completely classi 
technique which inherently includes the interaction 
the electrons with both the ta rget nucleus and projectil 
the effect of target recoil and, in the case of positive 
charged projectiles, electron capture. Perhaps most i 
portantly, it considers the ionization and charge-tra, 
fer channels in a complete, consistent fashion. The H 
target is described using the independent electron mod 
[10], with an effective charge and binding energy I 
1.6875 and 0.903 a.u. respectively. 

Our calculations of total cross sections yield valu 
of 6.6(2), 5.2(2), and 4.5(2) X 10 - 17 cm2 for proton 
positrons, and electrons, respectively, in reasonalJ 
agreement with the experimental values. (Our calcu 
tion for the p total cross section is 4.9(2) x 10 - 17 cml 
The relatively large difference between the p and 
cross sections is seen, from consideration of other rea 
tion channels, to be due to the fact that while bo 
positrons and protons remove about the same numb 
of electrons from the target, a factor-of-four great 
fraction of these are captured by positrons than , 
protons; the higher positronium formation cross sectio 
means that " free" electron flux associated with dir 
ionization (1) is reduced in the posi tron case. This Cl 

be understood as a mass effect; the positron's mu 
lower momentum makes velocity-vector matching wi 
a target electron, the precursor of a capture event, mo 
likely. 
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DEGREES 
Fig. 1. Doubly-differential cross sections fo r direct ioniza tion 
of He by pro tons and an tiprotons at 200 keV / amu. Electron 
tjection energy = 27.2 eV. Solid lines a re CTMC calculations; 
dashed line is the first Born calculation of ref. [1 5]. Vertical 
bar on CTMC curves represent statistical error of the calcula
uon. Proton data of ref. [16] are shown by open circles; 

representa tive error bars a re indicated: 

Some CTMC calcula tions of doubly-di fferenti al cross 
sections for p and p projectiles are shown in fi gs. 1 and 
2. The cross sections in fig. 1 are for 27.2 eV ejected 
electrons, i.e. for those with velocities half that of the 
ini ti al projectile velocity ("v/ 2" electrons). Cross sec-
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Fig. 2. Doubly-differentia l cross sections as in fig. 1, but with 
electron ejection energies o f 109 eV. Data designations as in 

fig. 1. 
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DEGREES 
Fig. 3. Double-differential cross sections fo r electron emission 
at 27.2 eV in ioniza tion of He by electrons and posi trons of 
energy 109 eV. For inciden t electrons, contribu tions from the 
beam are labeled B, and target cont ri but ions are labeled T. The 
dotted Line represents the sum of target and beam contribu
tion , which is compared wi th da ta of ref. [17] (open circles) 
and ref. [18] (closed ci rcles). both taken with 100 eV incident 

electrons. Representa ti ve error bars are indica ted. 

tions in fi g. 2 are fo r electrons ejected with the initial 
projectile velocity (" v" electrons). In fig. 3, we present 
differential cross sections for v/2 electrons with inci
dent electrons and positrons. The zeroth-order physical 
result of these calcula tions is tha t whil e total ionization 
cross sections at this energy are fairly similar, the dou
bly-differential cross sections are enormously different. 
(Similar effects for these projectiles have been seen in 
quantum mechani cal calculations of double-differential 
cross sections for 0 O electron emission and triply-dif
ferential cross sections a t larger emission angles [11 ,12]. 
Recently, a continuum-distorted-wave calculation has 
been applied to p and p ionization a t angles between 0 0 

and 90 ° [13] .) In the extreme case of v electrons 
crea ted by p and p impact, the values can vary by more 
than three orders of magnitude for ejection angles less 
than 30 °. In all three fi gures, cross sections for nega
tively charged projectiles are smaller than those fo r 
positively charged ones a t small angles, but are larger at 
the largest angle . The cross section curves intersect 
each other in all cases a t about 60 ° . T he reason for th.i s 
general behavior can be easily understood classically. 
We consider a simpli stic, but generally appropriate, 
picture in which target electrons are considered to be 
bound (i.e., their trajectories are determined by Coulomb 
attraction to the nucleus) until the projectile has 
reached its distance of closest approach to the nucleus. 
At this point, the electron is " ionized", and responds 
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primarily to the Coulomb force of the projectile. Posi
tive projectiles wi ll tend to pull these free electrons 
toward them as they exit the collision volume, thereby 
enhancing emission at small angles. Negative pro
jectiles, on the other hand, will push ejected electrons 
backward to larger angles of emission. 

The prominent sharp rise in the proton cross sections 
at angles < 30 ° for v electrons is the well known 
charge-transfer to-the-continuum cusp. This feature is 
well described by the CTMC theory, including the 
asymmetric energy dependence about the projectile 
veloci ty [14). 

In comparing hadron vs lepton projectiles, we note 
that at mall angles of v/2 electron emission (we con
sider only electrons originating on the target for e -
projectile ), the suppression of cross sections for nega
tive particles is less pronounced in the electron than in 
the antiproton case: e.g., one and one-half vs three 
orders of magnitude at 15 ° . This is another mass effect. 
During colli sions, the light electrons can undergo large 
deflection and thus fail to inhibit emission at small 
angles. In con trast, the antiprotons fo llow straight line 
trajectorie , being scattered to angles le s than a few 
milliradians. 

The CTMC calculation can, of cour e, distinguish 
between projectile and target electrons. The results of 
fi g. 3 for incident electrons indicate that most of the 
emitted v/2 electrons come from the target. At small 
angles, however, a majority come from the incident 
beam, created in close collisions in which a major 
fraction of the projectile energy is tran ferred to the 
target electron. 

Shown also in fi gs. 1- 3 are the first Born approxima
tion calcul ations of Madison [15) for incident protons, 
and several representative sets of mea urements for 
incident protons [16) and electrons [17,18). The proton 
data of Rudd et al. [16] have been multiplied by a factor 
of 0.777 to yield the revised total cross section of ref. 
[6]. While the agreement between the CTMC calcula
tions and these data is excellent below 90 °, it becomes 
poor at the largest angles. Recent experimental work at 
100 keV has resu lted in cross sections which agree fairly 
well wi th those of ref. [6] at small angles, but which lie 
below them at large angles by an amount which would 
account for most of the discrepancy seen in figs. 1 and 2 
[19]. Our calculations can be compared with electron 
projectile experiments by adding the contributions from 
the incident beam to the target cross sections. Again we 
find good overall agreement between experiment and 
theory, with some discrepancy at the largest scattering 
angles. 

It is clearly desirnble to experimentally test these 
predictions with antimatter projectiles. We consider in
cident positrons, because the available intensities and 
energy widths of e+ beams would appear to make such 
experiments more feasible at present than those with 

l .-,_ ----e+ -- • ---2 ----3. 

-----------Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of e + - He collision chamber sha 
ing 1), fina l filter lens elements; 2), effusive He target; . 
shielding lens prior to reaccelerator and electrostatic bend; 

channelt ron detector with retarding-field analyzer grid. 

antiprotons [2,20]. The schematic diagram for a possib 
target chamber is shown in fig. 4. Positrons wou 
emerge from a filter lens and collide with an effusive~ 
beam from a concave glass capillary array. Such arr 1 

can produce a focussed target 6 mm in diamet 
(FWHM) wi th a density of 1014 cm - 3 [21]. We assun 
a remoderated positron intensity of 107 s - ', current 
available a t Brookhaven N ational Laboratory [2 
Scattered electrons would be detected in two (or fou 
2.5 cm mouth channeltrons, located a t angles betwet 
30 ° and 150 °. These detectors would subtend a o 
angle of 0.12 sr each, and would be preceded by 
negatively-biased grid acting as a retarding fi 
analyzer. The channeltron cones would be posi tive 
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Fig. 5. Singly-differential cross sections for 109 eV incid 
energy electrons and positron. Cross sections for ejection 
target electrons are indicated by solid lines; the dotted line 
the sum of target and beam contributions for incident el 
Irons, compared with in tegrated data of ref. [1 7], taken 

100 eV incident electrons. 
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biased to prevent detection of scattered positrons. The 

primary source of background is expected to be VUV 
photons, emitted by excited target atoms. Adding the 

relevant cross sections for He VUV production [7,22] 

and assuming a VUV detection efficiency of 10%, we 

obtain background rates between 5 and 10 Hz in each 

detector. With no bias on the first grid, the signal rates 

are given by the single-differential angular cross sec

tions, integrated over electron emission energy, shown 

in fig. 5 [23]. These correspond to 10 Hz at 150 °, up to 

2 kHz at 30 °. (It is important to note that even the 

singly differential cross sections of fig . 5 show large 

differences fore + and e - projectiles.) Detailed informa

tion about the doubly-differential cross sections can 

thus be obtained at small angle by differentiating the 

count-rate vs grid-bias curves. Somewhat cruder infor

mation at the larger angles can probably be extracted. 

In any case, the experiment can test the singly differen

tial calculations quite adequately, which by themselves 

illustrate clearly the different dynamics of electron and 

positron ionization. 
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